
Classic Plans for Invididuals Monthly Cost Discount Cost Classic Plans for Families Monthly Cost Discount Cost

Classic 500 Minute  - Talk (500 minutes) $39.99 $35.99 Classic 1000 Minute  - Talk (500 minutes) $59.98 $53.98
Classic 500 Minute - Talk + Text (500 minutes + unlimited text) $49.99 $44.99 Classic 1000 Minute - Talk + Text (500 minutes + unlimited text) $79.98 $71.98

Classic Unlimited- Talk + Text $59.99 $53.99 Classic Unlimited- Talk + Text $99.98 $89.98

Simple - 200MB of high-speed data $59.99 $53.99 Simple - 200MB of high-speed data $99.98 $89.98
Unlimited Plus - up to 2GB of high-speed data $69.99 $62.99 Unlimited Plus - up to 2GB of high-speed data $119.98 $107.98

Unlimited Premium - up to 5GB of high-speed data $79.99 $71.99 Unlimited Premium - up to 5GB of high-speed data $139.98 $125.98

Unlimited Ultra - up to 10GB of high-speed data $109.99 $98.99 Unlimited Ultra - up to 10GB of high-speed data $199.98 $179.98

Simple - 200MB of high-speed data $69.99 $62.99 Simple - 200MB of high-speed data $119.98 $107.98

Unlimited Plus - up to 2GB of high-speed data $79.99 $71.99 Unlimited Plus - up to 2GB of high-speed data $139.98 $125.98

Unlimited Premium - up to 5GB of high-speed data $89.99 $80.99 Unlimited Premium - up to 5GB of high-speed data $159.98 $143.98

Unlimited Ultra - up to 10GB of high-speed data $119.99 $107.99 Unlimited Ultra - up to 10GB of high-speed data $219.98 $197.98

Additional lines (up to 3) $10.00 $9.00

Even More webConnect No Overage Plan (200MB) $29.99 *$19.99

Even More webConnect No Overage Plan (2GB) $39.99 *$29.99

Even More webConnect No Overage Plan (5GB) $49.99 *$39.99

Even More webConnect No Overage Plan (10GB) $79.99 *$69.99

Some devices require message or data plan; not all plans/features are eligible for discount

Pricing is subject to change without notice. 2 year agreement or extension is required. 

*voice overage rates $0.45 and $0.40 per minute; 200MB - $.10/MB Overage Charge

START SAVING TODAY! Call 866-464-8662 and refer to 
promotion code 11777TMOFAV. This offer is not available in 
stores, through dealers or online.

AAA-CPA  Members

Start saving 10% on qualified monthly charges. 

Classic webConnect Data Rate Plans - *special discount with voice plan*

Classic 500 Minute Bundle w/Data - 500 minutes + unlimited text + your choice of data 

Classic Unlimited Bundle w/Data - unlimited minutes + unlimited text + your choice of data 

Classic 1000 Minute Bundle w/Data - 1000 minutes + unlimited text + your choice of data 

Classic Unlimited Minute Bundle w/Data - unlimited minutes & text + your choice of data 

Good news... You’ve got the T-Mobile Advantage! 

*speeds slow when data allotment has been reached; does not qualify for discount

Also, take advantage of EXCLUSIVE device 
pricing and free shipping on new orders!

BONUS OFFER:                        
Waived Activation Fee  

($35.00 per line) 


